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Oslo, September 6, 2012 
 
  
Stortinget, the Parliament of Norway,  
President Dag Terje Andersen, 
0026 Oslo 
 
 
SWEDISH AUTHORITY ORDER REQUIRES RESEARCH OF THE NOBEL PEACE VISION 
 
During five years I have urged the Nobel Committee and the Parliament in articles, letters and 
books to examine thoroughly and obey the mandate Nobel gave to Norway to award his prize 
"for the champions of peace (fredsförfäktare)." In its decision of March 21, 2012, the Swedish 
Foundations Authority (Länstyrelsen) has now confirmed my view of how the will must be read 
and demanded measures to protect the purposes that Nobel intended to support. 
 
With this letter I wish to ensure that the Parliament is aware of the decision, especially the 
detailed explanations Länsstyrelsen has given me orally and confirmed in writing on March 26 
(see: nobelwill.org). The Parliament should now initiate an investigation of high professional 
credibility, of the mandate it received from Alfred Nobel, and evaluate how well the mandate has 
been carried out to date, whether the Norwegian parliament shall/can continue to be the 
executor of a private testament, and consider policies to ensure compliance with the purpose, as 
described by Nobel, in the future. 
 
The Norwegian management of Nobel’s prize has for a long time been based on a fundamental 
misconception: The Parliament shall not distribute its own prize for "peace," but “the prize for 
fredsförfäktare (champions of peace)" - in the sense that Nobel himself used this concept in his 
will to designate the recipients he had in mind. The Board of the Nobel Foundation, said the 
Foundations Authority, bears the supreme responsibility for ensuring legality and must refuse to 
implement awards to recipients that are not within the Foundation statutes and the Testament 
where Nobel clearly and in detail explained what type of peace activists he was referring to. 
 
Five years have passed since I rediscovered Nobel and his intentions with the prize and 
published my findings in articles and books. Continuously updated and expanded editions are 
being released in 7-8 languages. To this date, no one has tried to refute the salient points in my 
criticism, namely, that the idea of Nobel was to favor active work for real, stable and lasting 
peace by reducing the military's role in international affairs. Nobel wished to support efforts to 
develop international law and international organizations and build trust and cooperation to a 
point where global disarmament becomes possible. He wished to effect the cultural leap of 
realizing the rule of law and civilization at the global level. No other reform could mean more for 
the safety and welfare of all the world's citizens. At the time of Nobel Norway´s Parliament was a 
world leader in promoting such ideas, and therefore he entrusted the peace prize selections to 
Norway. 
 
The technologist Nobel had the imagination to realize how dangerous the arms race would 
become. Instead of the conventional slogan, that “to have peace, prepare for war,” he had the 
ambition to change the course of history. Taking the engine out of the war machinery is today, 
more than at the time of Nobel, imperative for our survival. Regrettably, in five years I have not 



registered any interest in Nobel and his intentions. Without contradicting the evidence I have 
published, the Committee has continued to disregard the specific peace vision of Nobel. 
 
The world needs the broadest possible efforts for peace, in as many areas as possible. But 
Parliament’s “broad peace concept” dilutes and undermines the Nobel prize, which was aimed 
precisely at the root of the evil, namely, against the infrastructure of war. That is why I fervently 
insist that the will has to be respected. 
 
In its March 21 decision the Foundations Authority dismissed its investigation on condition that 
the Swedish Nobel Foundation must adopt a number of measures to ensure compliance with the 
“testamenary description of purpose.” The Foundation was ordered both to examine the purpose 
formulated by Nobel and to formulate directions and procedures to ensure compliance in 
practice. 
 
In its decision the Foundations Authority presumed that the awarders: 
 

..... determinedly strive to improve i.a. the fulfilment of the purpose. This should 
include an analysis and an interpretation of the different descriptions of the 
purpose in order for criteria and assessment bases can be developed to assist 
the practical application of the provisions. Without such awareness there is a risk 
that the implementation will be arbitrary and over time deviate from what the 
founder intended when formulating the directions on the purpose. 

 
 
Measures of this nature – which the Authority considered necessary to avoid deviation from the 
purpose – have now been lacking for 111 years. This has resulted in comprehensive deviations, 
precisely what the Authority fears. My studies respect the basic rule on the reading of wills, 
namely, that the task is to ascertain what the testator intended, what he “thought” (Art. 61 of the 
Inheritance Act). In my Swedish book (Leopard 2011: "The Nobel Peace Prize. The Vision that 
Disappeared," pp- 229-30) I have disclosed where the expressions that Nobel used in his will 
must have originated, which is the ultimate proof of what Nobel intended. 
 
Respect for the mandate will still allow a very wide range of winners, the requirement is only that 
the committee loyally promotes Nobel’s peace vision and in their arguments show how the 
selected winners have worked actively and purposefully to remove weapons as a tool in 
international affairs. Few of the incumbent members of the committee have shown a 
commitment to peace by disarmament and the Swedish Foundations Authority envisions that the 
Nobel Foundation may have to ask Norway’s Parliament to make replacements. 
 
The Parliament, however, also has a legal responsibility to initiate its own investigation without 
awaiting the guidance that the Nobel Foundation Board has been instructed by the authorities to 
prepare in order to ensure fulfilment of Nobel’s intentions. I hope the Parliament will respect the 
law of the land and will not continue to violate the purpose Nobel had in mind and the legitimate 
rights of the antimilitarist political opposition that was to benefit from the testament of Nobel. The 
purpose of the Peace Prize is to replace the prevailing politics for security by military means with 
a constructive global peace policy. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Fredrik S. Heffermehl 
 
Copy for:  
Party caucuses, Stortinget 
The Board of the Nobel Foundation, Stockholm 
The Norwegian Nobel Committee, Oslo 
 
Encl.: Decisions and documents referred to are available at http://www.nobelwill.org. 


